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EXHIBIT B 
 



Date:         Sun, 13 Nov 2005 11:19:27 EST 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         "Elaine B." <EJSBTB@AOL.COM> 
Subject:      XXXX in XXXX "sexuality cannot be changed" LETTERS 
              NEEDED! 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="-----------------------------1131898767" 
 
-------------------------------1131898767 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
Content-Language: en 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
=20 
I read the article below in the XXXX (XXXX) and decided enough is enough!= 
 =20 
While you can hear the anguish  in XXX's voice (XXXX is the= 
=20 
Director of XXXX I believ= 
e=20 
he is well-intentioned, he is  inadvertently saying untrue statements about=20 
reparative therapy and  homosexuality.  XXXX in this article states  t= 
hat=20 
homosexuality is "natural, healthy and good" and that reparative therapy  ha= 
s=20 
been "thoroughly discredited" and "completely ineffective". =20 
=20 
TheXXXX consistently carries  pro-gay articles without allowing "our sid= 
e=20 
of the story" to be heard.  I  think JONAH got a mention last year in the=20 
XXXX in one article and we need  our side of the gay debate to be allowed= 
 a=20 
fair hearing. 
=20 
Your letters and E-mails to XXXXX (another English language=20 
Jewish weekly) have resulted in a  turn-around in that newspaper's coverage=20= 
of the=20 
ex-gay movement.  In that  case, the newspaper had previously been=20 
condemnatory of homosexuals in an unfair  way - which is the opposite end of= 
 the spectrum=20 
from the XXXX which has  championed homosexuality as normal.  As you know= 
=20 
from my recent postings,  XXXX is now giving excellent coverage=20= 
to=20 
JONAH and the ex-gay  movement.  In other words, your letters made a=20 
difference and educated  a segment of the Jewish community about the true na= 
ture of =20 
homosexuality. 
=20 
Please send in E-mails to the XXXXX_=20 
XXXX)  (and it  says to include street address) askin= 



 
 

g that not only=20 
should they allow Letters  to the Editor to be published from those who=20 
believe that no one is born gay and  that change is possible, but also that=20= 
when=20 
articles and Op-Ed pieces  normalizing homosexuality appear, it is only fair= 
 that=20 
the "other side of the  story" be given equal space. 
=20 
There are many Christians on my  distribution lists and many Jews who live=20 
outside of the USA.  I urge  you to send in letters toXXXX also.  We= 
=20 
need the Editors of  XXXX to realize that we are working in a broad-b= 
ased=20 
coalition that  includes a wide-spectrum of people around the world who will= 
=20 
no longer stand on  the sidelines being silent while the gay community recru= 
its=20 
young adolescents by  telling them they have no choice but to be true to=20 
themselves and join the gay  community.  These youngsters, and their familie= 
s,=20 
deserve to know the truth  about homosexuality- no one is born gay and chang= 
e is=20 
very possible with the  right help. 
=20 
Please help us make a difference  once again! 
=20 
Shalom, Elaine 
Elaine Silodor Berk, Co-Director of  JONAH 
 

========================================================================= 
Date:         Sun, 13 Nov 2005 15:40:51 EST 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         "Elaine B." <EJSBTB@AOL.COM> 
Subject:      Re: XXXXX in XXXX "sexuality cannot be changed" 
              LETTERS NEEDED! 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="-----------------------------1131914451" 
 
-------------------------------1131914451 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
  
XXXXXXXXXX 
  
Those who are happy being gay deserve to have that choice.  However,  the 
overwhelming number of gay men and lesbians (and their families) believe God   
created them gay and that they have no choice.  They deserve to know the  truth. 
  
Homosexuality is not natural, normal and good.  It is a same-sex  attraction 
disorder similar to alcoholism, drug addiction, and obesity.  We  don't call 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT C 
 



Subject:      Fwd: Mutli-organizational calendar of SSA recovery events 
In-Reply-To:  XXXX 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="--------MailBlocks_8C7B29D13CE0B1F_1210_904B_FWM-R02.sysops.aol.com" 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
 
----------MailBlocks_8C7B29D13CE0B1F_1210_904B_FWM-R02.sysops.aol.com 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
 FYI 
  
Arthur 
 

========================================================================= 
Date:         Tue, 8 Nov 2005 12:22:50 -0500 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         jonahhelp@AOL.COM 
Subject:      Re: [QUAR] Telling your Straight friends about your SSA 
In-Reply-To: XXXX 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="--------MailBlocks_8C7B2A02E3567DA_1210_9361_FWM-R02.sysops.aol.com" 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
 
----------MailBlocks_8C7B2A02E3567DA_1210_9361_FWM-R02.sysops.aol.com 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
XXXXXXXX distinction between ssa and gay is important and needs to be understood by all. One is a feeling, the 
other is a political identity. They are separate and distinct states of mind. 
  
Arthur 
 

========================================================================= 
Date:         Wed, 9 Nov 2005 11:25:18 -0500 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         jonahhelp@AOL.COM 
Subject:      Re: Please welcome XXXX to the list 
In-Reply-To:  <20051109160550.51413.qmail@web53908.mail.yahoo.com> 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="--------MailBlocks_8C7B3614EF91832_1210_F3FE_FWM-R02.sysops.aol.com" 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
 
----------MailBlocks_8C7B3614EF91832_1210_F3FE_FWM-R02.sysops.aol.com 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
Particular books of value: XXXXX, XXXX, XXXX, XXXX, XXXX. 
  
Arthur 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT D 
 



========================================================================= 
Date:         Fri, 1 Dec 2006 10:06:18 EST 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         "Elaine B." <EJSBTB@AOL.COM> 
Subject:      Report from XXXXXX on Taping for European TV on Nov 30 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="-----------------------------1164985578" 
 
-------------------------------1164985578 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
  
Greetings, 
  
I want to thank you for you prayers regarding the taping of the French  TV 
show this past Wednesday. 
  
It was a long day of many interviews with myself, a client, and my family.   
The host asked very good questions, however, we shall see how the piece is   
edited (please pray for that important process). They are off to interview XXXX, about his research (which I 
commented on as well). The show  will 
depict both sides of the homosexual issue (revolving around nature vs   
nurture). They interviewed several ex-gays in France already. 
  
The session with the client went very well. XXXXX was  gracious and 
courageous enough to allow them to film a very  deep process of his sharing. We 
had two mentors (a man and woman) who did  some role play with him. This 
depicted the necessity of healing past  relationships. The interviewer was deeply 
moved by the process. 
  
My wife and I shared XXXXXXX, what we went through  and 
where we are today. It was a beautiful time. Also, they filmed  scenes of our 
family together: Proof of the pudding--CHANGE IS  POSSIBLE! 
  
It will air in French and German speaking countries in Europe on Feb, 2007.   
I will inform you of the date, time and TV station. 
  
Thank you again for your sincere prayers. They are deeply needed and   
appreciated. I/we are praying for you. 
  
Bless you and your family, XXXXXX 
  
XXXXXXXX 
 

========================================================================= 
Date:         Fri, 1 Dec 2006 10:09:38 EST 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 



 
 

Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         "Elaine B." <EJSBTB@AOL.COM> 
Subject:      XXXXXXXXXXX Level II Parents Teleconferencing Classes & 
              FREE SESSION 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="-----------------------------1164985778" 
 
-------------------------------1164985778 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
Content-Language: en 
 
=20 
=20 
Greetings,  =20 
I pray that you have  a wonderful Thanksgiving with your family. =20 
Many of the  parents who have participated in our Parents Teleconferencing=20 
Class over the  past six years have expressed a need for ongoing support and= 
 a=20 
more in  depth understanding of the issues facing them and their SSA loved=20 
ones. In  response, we will offer a Level II Parents  Teleconferencing Class= 
 from=20 
January 11, 2007. =20 
A dear friend and  colleague of mine, XXXXXXXXXXXX, will teach the classes.= 
=20 
She has worked with  the XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX for over ten years= 
=20 
and has assisted me  with family healing sessions, teleconferencing classes,= 
=20 
and healing  seminars. She is now a professional Parent and Relationship Coa= 
ch.=20 
I know  she will be an excellent facilitator for our new Level II Parents =20 
Teleconferencing Class. I will supervise her throughout the program.  =20 
As  our holiday gift to you, we will offer a FREE session to introduce XXXXXXXXXXXXXXs. This class will be 
held on XXXX.=XXXX 
Please call our office to register and receive=20= 
the=20 
 special phone number and pin code for this free class. =20 
Below is a complete  syllabus of the class which will run from XXXX-=20 
XXXX. There will be a total of nine classes which w= 
ill=20 
focus on educating  you further about family dynamics, and equip you with th= 
e=20 
tools necessary to  create break through in your relationships. Please call=20 
the office to  register, or register on-line (it will be posted in the next=20= 
few=20 
days on the  Teleconferencing Classes page of our site). =20 
I am excited to offer  you this Level II course for those who have completed= 
=20 
the first series of  Parents Teleconferencing Classes.  I truly believe this= 
=20 
will help your  family=E2=80=99s growth and continued healing. =20 
In God=E2=80=99s Grace and  Love,=20 
XXXXXXXXXXXX 



 
 

XXXXr=20 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
"Elaine B." <EJSBTB@AOL.COM> wrote: 
 
XXXXXX, 
   
 Lots of good insights in your post.  Lots of ways you can do something  about them. 
   
 I know you've been getting closer to your dad and trying to distance  yourself from your mom - keep moving in that 
direction.  Make efforts to  enhance your relationship with your dad and let your dad know what you can use  from 
him - do you want him to call you twice a week?  Let him know.   Whatever it is you can think of that will help, try 
to get it. 
   
 Group therapy:  I know you've resisted therapy, but I think you're  ready and it will be very helpful.  One of the 12 
step groups might be very  good for you - it doesn't have to be an "exact match" to your issues on the  surface 
because underneath most of our issues are the same.  So don't be  thrown off by the title Sexaholics Anonymous - 
sure, most of the guys will have  been sex addicts and you think you have little in common with them - but check  it 
out, see what the meetings are like.  You may find you have more in  common with the men than you think.  Your 
life has been very affected by  your SSA even though you didn't act out. 
   
 I think reaching out to other men who know about your issues will be very  helpful. 
   
 Elaine 
 

========================================================================= 
Date:         Sun, 3 Dec 2006 12:30:54 EST 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         "Elaine B." <EJSBTB@AOL.COM> 
Subject:      ReXXXXXXX - go to XXXX XXX! 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="-----------------------------1165167054" 
 
-------------------------------1165167054 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
  
XXXXXXXXX, 
  
I hear you and have a suggestion for you.  There will be a XXXX  XXXX 
in XXXX.  This is a great opportunity for you  since the 
XXXX weekends have been a turning point for many of our men. 
  
It sounds like you have the money to attend - the weekend runs aboutXXXX -   
and I would advise you that if you have to give up therapy for a few weeks in   
order to afford the XXXX XXXX, it is worth it.  At XXXX, you will have @ 30   
men who are in various stages of walking away from homosexuality, plus at 
least  10 facilitators several of whom are ex-gays.  My Co-Director, Arthur   
Goldberg, will be at the XXXX XXXX as will several other XXXX men. 
  
To learn aboutXXXX and to apply, go toXXXX 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT E 
 



I really appreciate your letter.  I'm interested in hearing what the  guys 
think about it. 
  
Obviously, everyone starts from a different place, and winds up in a   
different place, but we all are very affected by what people say and by what  society 
says - and that's both tragic and human. 
  
I do think some of our guys don't work hard enough on their SSA, but  some of 
them work very hard and can't get through the co-morbid problems that  keep 
them from moving - like depression, OCD, addictive behaviors, etc.,  etc. 
  
Sadly, there also is a difference in guys who have never been attracted to   
women (as far as they remember - Freud will say these men were attracted to   
their mothers (in a normal way) when they were very little but that they were   
emotionally enmeshed with their moms and the panic they felt by feeling that 
way  about their mommy, and their sensitive nature, combined to freeze them in 
their  developmental tracks).  We have seen several guys in this pattern reduce 
 their SSA tremendously but they were not able to develop OSA - and they 
worked  very hard.  However, just the fact that they now feel they are a man among 
 men was worth the journey they took even if they didn't complete the   
journey. 
  
However, the more typical JONAH guy can usually develop an adequate amount   
of OSA if he works very hard.  Certain conditions can hold them back:   lack of 
money for the therapy and weekends they need; fear of letting go of  their 
friends and social groups to find new ones; not really believing in   
reparative/change therapy because so few men who have changed have come forward  as role 
models (particularly a lack of Jewish role models), and a million  other 
individual reasons/excuses/problems. 
  
Obviously, I could go on and on - but I loved reading your letter because   
it's full of hope and determination - we need lots of that around here.   
  
Elaine 
 

========================================================================= 
Date:         Tue, 22 Nov 2005 19:41:42 EST 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         "Elaine B." <EJSBTB@AOL.COM> 
Subject:      APA Insiders Say Psychology Losing Scientific Credibility - NARTH 
              Article 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="-----------------------------1132706502" 
 
-------------------------------1132706502 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="ISO-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
            =20 
from _Events/Announcements_ (http://www.narth.com/menus/events.html)  =20 
Psychology Losing Scientific Credibility, 
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Say APA  Insiders 
At NARTH Conference, APA  Past-President 
Charges His Association with Stifling  Discourse and Distorting Research =20 
ByXXXXi=20 
In a harsh critique of his own profession, a former  XXXXl=20 
XXXX told fellow  clinicians at the NARTH Conference that=20 
social science is in a  state of alarming decline. =20 
Speaking to a rapt audience of about 100 fellow  professionals at XXXX= 
=20 
XXXX, psychologists XXX= 
s,=20 
 and XXXX. had much to say about the profession they ha= 
d=20 
 served throughout their long and distinguished careers --  charging=20 
"intellectual arrogance and zealotry" within a  profession that they say is=20= 
now=20 
dominated by social-activist  groups. =20 
XXXX said he has had a career-long commitment to  promoting=20 
diversity. Therefore has been dismayed to see  activists exploit the stature= 
 of the=20 
parent body to further  their own social aims -- pushing the APA to take=20 
positions in  areas where they have no conclusive evidence. =20 
When APA does conduct research, XXXX said, they  only do so "when=20 
they know what the outcome is going to be,  and the outcome is going to be=20 
favorable [to their preferred  causes]." =20 
When writing their newly released book XXXX,= 
=20 
XXXX invited the  participation of a number of fellow=20 
psychologists who flatly  turned them down -- fearing loss of tenure, loss o= 
f=20 
promotion,  and other forms of professional retaliation. "We were  bombarded= 
 by horror=20 
stories," XXXX said. "Their  greatest fear was of the gay lobby, whi= 
ch=20 
is very strong in  the APA." =20 
In recent years, the American Psychological Association has  come very close= 
=20 
to ratifying a statement which would declare  therapy to modify sexual=20 
orientation "unethical." XXXX  considered this a misuse of APA's power= 
, for "it=20 
is the  consumer who has the right to set the goal for the therapeutic =20 
enterprise." =20 
"Why does free choice go only one way?" XXXX added.  =20 
XXXX described a 2004 resolution by the APA in favor of  gay marriage,=20 
which APA said should be instituted because it  "promoted mental health." Wh= 
at=20 
was the evidence APA offered?  (Such a bold statement, of course, would be u= 
sed=20 
in the courts  to decide key social issues.) The references APA cited, it =20 
turned out, actually proved only one claim -- that as a  general matter, "lo= 
ving=20 
relationships are healthy"! "That was  one of the worst resolutions,"=20 
XXXX said. =20 
"When we speak in the name of psychology we are to speak  only from facts an= 
d=20 
clinical expertise," he explained. If  psychology speaks out on every social= 
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=20 
issue, "very soon the  public will see us as a discredited organization --=20 
just  another opinionated voice shouting and shouting." =20 
"In recent years," said his co-authorXXXX -- who  describes himsel= 
f=20 
and XXXX as lifelong liberals --  "psychology has been ultra-liberal" an= 
d=20 
not particularly  welcoming to the views of people of religious faith. =20 
XXXX described the difficulties he has encountered with  the American=20 
Psychological Association since the Association  instituted a "strategic dec= 
ision=20 
not to respond" to XXXX in an effort to avoid attracting attention to i= 
t.=20 
Initially,  the APA prohibited its member-publications from reviewing =20 
XXXX. "So much for diversity and  open-mindedness," XXXX add= 
ed wryly.=20 
=20 
Judicial Malfeasance by Activists=20 
Joining them in yet another stinging critique of the  mental-health=20 
profession was psychiatrist XXXX In his talk entitled XXXX 
 =20 
XXXX," XXXX offered a long,  elaborately referenc= 
ed=20 
description of ethics breaches in the  recent legal cases that have set the=20 
stage for groundbreaking  changes in family-law policy. =20 
XXXX said the mental-health associations had allowed  themselves to be=20 
used by gay activists who distorted the  research findings to serve their ow= 
n=20 
socio-political aims.  This distortion of the science, he said, has been so=20 
great  that it is "appalling beyond imagination." =20 
XXXX currently teaches XXXX at XXXX. He=20 
showed the legal briefs to his students and  told them, "Whether you become=20= 
a=20 
leftist or a rightist, don't  hold yourself to such a standard." =20 
Called as an expert witness in some of those court cases,  XXXX had the= 
=20 
opportunity to pore through hundreds of  research papers offered as evidence= 
=20 
by the gay activists who  had been invited to represent the views of the maj= 
or =20 
mental-health associations. =20 
Given carte blanche, the activists wrote briefs that were  "sophisticated,=20 
nuanced" but in many cases, almost entirely  untrue. To XXXXX's dism= 
ay,=20 
the brief-writers'  testimony rarely matched the references they provided as= 
 =20 
corroborating evidence. =20 
He quoted XXXX, Ph.D.,XXXX whose  brief claimed that= 
=20 
"Research has...found no inherent  association between homosexuality and=20 
psychopathology." The  references she provided were largely self-references=20= 
-- =20 
referring not to corroborating sources, but directly back to  her own publis= 
hed=20 
work. Paradoxically, in those same studies, XXXX had consistently found=20 
more mental-health problems in  lesbians and gay men -- and she did not find= 
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 XXXX=20 
"social  homophobia" was the cause for these problems. In fact, XXXX  had= 
=20 
concluded in one of her own referenced papers that  "further research is=20 
needed to explore the causal mechanisms  underlying this association." =20 
In another brief, XXXX described the testimony of  gay-activist=20 
psychologist XXXX, who wrote on  behalf of the APA. XXXX, h= 
e says,=20 
distorted what the authors  of his cited research had said; omitted availabl= 
e=20 
contrary  evidence; failed to mention the evidence for spontaneous  changes=20= 
of=20 
sexual identity; and defined the term "homosexual"  in an arguable manner th= 
at=20 
worked most effectively to meet the  aims of his brief. In support of the=20 
argument that same-sex  attracted people are as well-adjusted as straights,=20= 
he =20 
referenced the "notoriously flawed and out-of-date XXXX  study, its claims= 
=20 
long-since and multiple times overturned." =20 
Pedophile Supporters 
Offering Family Law  Testimony=20 
In theXXXX case, psychologist XXXX was invited to b= 
e=20 
a contributor. XXXX has been an  editor of XXXX, XXXX=20 
XXXX a, and once  said in an interview in that journal, "If it [man-boy=20 
sexual  contact] is consensual, it can be constructive." Another  writer inv= 
ited to=20 
compose the brief was XXXX.,  who has also written=20 
affirmatively of man-boy  "intergenerational intimacy" in the Journal of  Ho= 
mosexuality. =20 
A frequent contributor to legal testimony in many cases is  lesbian=20 
activist-researcher XXXX., who in  a previous case was=20= 
cited for=20 
contempt of court for XXXX" -- picking and =20 
choosing study subjects from among her friends. "Her conduct  was a clear=20 
violation of a court order," saidXXXX, "yet  she is still writing brie= 
fs in=20 
current court cases." =20 
In discussing the overall "scope and type of malfeasance,"  XXXX=20 
concluded the following: =20 
    1.  "Briefs appear to be authored by a small circle of  individuals who=20 
are called on repeatedly, with footnoted  references that almost never prope= 
rly=20 
substantiate their  case." =20 
    2.  A common tactic is to reference studies "that are  trivial or=20 
out-of-date, while ignoring more important,  recent, larger, better, and sup= 
erceding=20 
research." =20 
    3.  "A substantial portion of the authorities cited [through  footnotes]= 
=20 
will be themselves." =20 
    4.  "The most common pattern is by far the simplest: the  overwhelming=20 
mountain of contrary evidence is simply never  mentioned." 
"The malfeasance is relentless,"  XXXX concluded. "It is appalling=20 
beyond imagination." =20 
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Other Speakers=20 
During the luncheon, XXXX offered a rousing  address. =20 
"As I reviewed the brief history of XXXX," he said, "it is  nothing short o= 
f=20 
amazing what has been accomplished." To  continue this forward momentum, he=20 
said,XXXX members should  get more involved in the public sphere; work wit= 
hin=20 
the  national associations, and remember to continually remind  those who=20 
would silence them, that "diversity includes me." =20 
Dr.XXXX then read from a letter he wrote to the American  Psychological=20 
Association: =20 
"In your addresses and written messages, you have  repeatedly focused on the= 
=20 
importance of diversity. Even in the  recent Monitor, you noted that APA has= 
=20 
demonstrated 'a lack of  sensitivity or downright rudeness' toward marginali= 
zed=20 
groups.  While it is not my intent to be offensive, it seems that your =20 
response to APA members who are members ofXXXX reflects that  insensitivit= 
y of=20 
which you are so critical. =20 
"Client autonomy is central to XXXXs mission. XXXs  official position i= 
s=20 
that homosexuality is an adaptation. For  some men and women, this adaptatio= 
n=20 
is distressful and  unsatisfying.XXXX supports an individual's right to=20 
either  claim a homosexual identity or to pursue change in their  adaptation= 
 in=20 
accordance with the ethical principle of client  self-determination. =20 
"Though not all of the patients that XXXX members treat  are religious, man= 
y=20 
are. Is it not a blatant disregard for  their religious values and an affron= 
t=20 
to real diversity to  marginalize these individuals by failing to acknowledg= 
e=20 
their  right to choose how they will adapt sexually? =20 
"The focus of XXXX's attention is a 'marginalized group  within a=20 
marginalized group' -- those who feel that homosexual  attractions are not w= 
ho they are=20 
and seek help in reconciling  their unwanted sexual attractions with their=20 
value systems.  Would you or APA not find a place at the table for such =20 
individuals or would you add to their distress by refusing to  acknowledge t= 
hat they=20 
exist? Would you deny the importance of  client autonomy and client=20 
self-determination?" =20 
"APA's continuous messages of respect for diversity rings  hollow if it does= 
=20 
not represent different worldviews....either  you support client autonomy or= 
=20 
you do not; either you support  client self-determination or you do not; eit= 
her=20 
your actions  reflect diversity, or they do not. =20 
"XXXX members and supporters have impressive publication  records in=20 
respected journals such as Professional  Psychology, Archives of Sexual Beha= 
vior,=20 
Psychological  Reports, Journal of Marriage and Family Therapy and the  Jour= 
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nal=20 
of Law and Family Studies. =20 
"Listen to one XXXX supporter," he concluded, "and tell me  who you think h= 
e=20 
is. He said: 'I am here as the champion of  one's right to choose....It is m= 
y=20 
fervent belief that freedom  of choice should govern one's sexual=20 
orientation...If  homosexuals choose to transform their sexuality into  hete= 
rosexuality,=20 
that resolve and decision is theirs and  theirs alone, and should not be=20 
tampered with by any special  interest group.' This statement was made by Dr= 
.=20 
XXXX -- aXXXXXt." =20 
Also during the luncheon, attorney XXXX noted that XXXX's critics=20 
are supported by tens of millions of dollars  from foundations on the left,=20 
which effectively permits them  to "steer the culture through grants." In an= 
=20 
effort to begin  reversing that trend, he recently created the XXXX =20 
, with one of its initial grants being made toXXXX.  =20 
On Sunday, XXXXr offered an address  describing the use of=20 
EMDR (Eye Movement Desensitization  Reprocessing) therapy to help clients=20 
overcome the effects of  trauma and to actualize their heterosexual potentia= 
l. Dr. =20 
XXXX says he had had considerable success using the  technique with=20 
same-sex attracted clients. =20 
Also offering an address wasXXXX., the mother  of XXXX= 
=20 
XXXX, XXXX. In a warm,  inspirational and emotionally stirring=20 
speech,  XXXX offered support for families who have suffered from the =20 
discovery of a loved one's same-sex attractions. =20 
On Friday, XXXXi offers a Men's Track  workshop for in-depth=20 
training of psychotherapists, while a  Women's Track training workshop was=20 
offered byXXXX., XXXX, a= 
nd =20 
XXXX. =20 
Other speeches and roundtable discussions were offered by XXXX=20 
XXXX, XXXX, XXXXs, XXXX, XXXX, XXXX, XXXX, XXXX=20 
XXXX,  and XXXX. =20 
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Great!  I'm impressed with your determination and that you took action  so 
quickly to follow your plans so you can achieve your goals. 
  
Elaine 
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It's good for you to tell this story which just shows that you considered   
certain aspects of "maleness" a mystery.  Hopefully, letting go of this  story 
will help reduce any shame that you feel. 
  
From what you told us, you appeared to have been "colonized by the  feminine" 
- which is XXXX's term for a boy who feels more comfortable  in the 
female world because he felt he didn't fit in with the other boys.   Many of 
the men we deal with can tell similar stories. 
  
Elaine 
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NARTH's President Chairs  Symposium 
At APA Convention In San Francisco 
 
ByXXXX. 
 
Dr. XXXX (at  podium) hosted a symposium titled, "Reforming APA 
Advocacy." Seated to his  right is XXXX.  A 
symposium sponsored by Division 1  (Society for General Psychology) was held at the 
annual convention of the  American Psychological Association in San Francisco 
on August 20. Though  relegated by APA to a Monday-morning slot, the gathering 
was well attended --  reflecting substantial interest both in the topic and 
in the presenters. 
The symposium, "Reforming APA Advocacy," was chaired byXXXX 
Presenters included XXXXX and XXXXX -- both former   
APA presidents -- and XXXX, a former member of APA's Board of   
Directors. Not only were these esteemed participants once APA insiders, but   
their curriculum vitae classify them as among the most influential  leaders in 
psychology today. 
XXXX and XXXXX  are also former keynote speakers at XXXXX 
Conferences. 
Summarizing his impression of the symposium, XXXX 
 said: "I believe that XXXX, XXXXX and 
XXXX  have a wealth of insight into the dysfunction currently existing in the 
XXXX, as  well as solid ideas on how to remedy the problems. They all seem to 
converge on  the notion of returning the vote back to the membership, rather than 
letting the  Council decide social-policy matters." 
XXXX opened the symposium by citing his motivation for proposing it: his   
admiration for a new book edited by XXXXX and XXXXX, XXXX. 
The book, reviewed byXXXXX describes it as   
perhaps the most important critique of the mental health profession during this   
decade. 
Political Agendas Controlling Science 
 
XXXX, a  former APA president presents the case for a return to 
science-based  psychology. XXXX and XXXX, along with an  Academy-Award 
roster of prominent mental health professionals, conclude that  "psychology, 
psychiatry, and social work have been captured by an ultra-liberal  agenda." 
"Misguided political correctness tethers our intellects," they observe,  and "if 
psychology is to soar like an eagle, it needs both a left wing and a  right 
wing." 
Chapter after chapter in this well-written book documents how APA has again   
and again taken position statements and issued resolutions without adequate   
scientific data or demonstrable clinical experience. 
XXXX cites the issue of homosexuality as illustrative of how political   
correctness and a narrow definition of "diversity" have dominated APA. XXXX   
notes, 



 
 

 
In the current climate, it is inevitable that conflict arises  among the 
various subgroups in the marketplace. For example, gay groups within  APA have 
repeatedly tried to persuade the association to adopt ethical  standards that 
prohibit therapists from offering psychotherapeutic services  designed to 
ameliorate "gayness," on the basis that such efforts are  unsuccessful and harmful to 
the consumer. Psychologists who do not agree with  this premise are termed 
homophobic. 
 
Such efforts are especially troubling because they abrogate the  patient's 
right to choose the therapist and determine the therapeutic goals.  They also 
deny the reality of data demonstrating that psychotherapy can be  effective in 
changing sexual preference in patients who have a desire to do  so. 
The spirited presentation by XXXX began with the following   
introductory comment: 
 
In his President's Column in the Monitor on Psychology  (October 2006), APA 
President XXXX declared, "Psychological science  is not politically 
correct." Coming after almost three decades of  politically correct APA 
proclamations, most [of which] are gratuitous  and devoid of scientific verification 
-- with some even silly -- it caused me  to reminisce about another 
president...that one of the United States. It was  Richard Nixon who declared on TV at 
the height of the Watergate Scandal, "I am  not a crook." Even though they are 
light years apart in the level of  importance to society, there is an 
escapable similarity in the absurdity of  both statements in the face of the existing 
facts. 
In his eloquent style, XXXX provided a case for the continuing   
erosion of psychological science by APA, focusing on the "dozens of  proclamations, 
ranging from boxing to Zionism to the silliest of all -- the  naming of 
athletic-team mascots -- all without one shred of scientific  evidence." 
"In the meantime," XXXX noted, "dire social problems persist and even 
 increase as psychology, the science that should be addressing these, has its 
 hands tied by political correctness. 'PC' has a chilling effect on 
scientific  inquiry, making taboo the investigation of certain problems that should be 
the  province of psychology.... APA proclamations have the effect of ending 
debate --  carving into stone ignorance and lack of scientific understanding." 
Demoralization Of The Membership 
Of APA membership, XXXX concluded, "A large number who remain in the   
APA are demoralized and detached, maintaining their membership because they 
need  the benefits such as malpractice insurance...Much of the membership is   
essentially disenfranchised, getting to vote only for the president, while   
divisions and their sub-divisions elect the Council of Representatives, the   
Board of Directors, and control the numerous committee and task force   
appointments. The APA is a bloated bureaucracy run by an oligarchy of about 200  who 
recycle themselves through various offices in a kind of musical chairs." 
XXXX fears that "Unless psychology alters this nihilistic course, it   
will eventually be totally discredited." 
Last year, XXXX proposed a governance overhaul that was strongly   
endorsed by APA past-president XXXX. The proposal called for the   
removal of control of the APA from the divisions and returning control to the   
membership based on a one-member, one-vote democratic principle for all the   
offices within APA. XXXX predicted that his proposal would be DOA --   
dead on arrival. "It was worse," XXXX noted. "My proposal was   
stillborn." 
"Without reform, psychology will continue to decline," noted XXXX. He 
 concluded that unless something is done soon, "it will be too late for 



 
 

reform,  and will require desperation." 
XXXX's presentation began by describing his dilemma. After more than 50 
 years of active membership and substantial commitment, he admitted that he 
was  agonizing about resigning from the membership of APA. 
Cited as the cause for such drastic consideration were two reasons: 
1. APA's "abuse of its public stature in the interest of advancing   
controversial social and/or political goals," and 
2. The "fecklessness" of APA's recent leadership. 
Included in XXXX's paper were grave concerns about APA's continued   
violation of the Leona Tyler Principle, an accepted position adopted by the   
Council of Representatives. The principle forbids APA from taking positions or   
issuing proclamations where there is inadequate science and/or demonstrable   
clinical experience. (This principle does not prevent any psychologist from   
taking a position or advocating for particular issues either individually, or in   
groups. However, when there is an absence of data derived from science or   
practice, APA as a group must remain silent.) 
Banning Therapy For Unwanted Homosexuality 
Citing APA's previous attempt to ban psychotherapy aimed at reducing unwanted 
 homosexuality, XXXX concluded that this effort was "ill-advised," noting 
that  "the causation of homosexuality remains unknown," and "success/failure 
rates of  sexual-identity change as a function of psychotherapy are equally 
unknown,  (perhaps currently unknowable)," and suggesting that the correct 
application of  the Leona Tyler Principle would have found any consideration of this   
anti-therapy proposal "out of order" from the very outset. 
XXXX's response to the XXXX and XXXX papers was equally spirited. 
 As a more recent APA president, XXXX provided additional data 
supporting  the "growing chorus in APA demanding reform" of APA's political advocacy. 
He  expressed concern that APA has become "a politically correct profession, 
with  crowd control by the thought police." 
XXXX noted the corrosive effects of sociopolitical ideologies, the   
presence of liberal biases, APA's politicization, and its inappropriate   
involvement in public and political issues." 
The audience response to the symposium was overwhelmingly positive, with many 
 participants citing similar concerns. Longtime APA member XXXX 
echoed  those concerns about APA's preoccupation with political correctness, and   
demonstrated the corrosive effects on psychology of adherence to such   
"correctness." 
XXXX concluded that a "return to the 'Tyler Principle' is sound   
and important to pursue." 
Of the potential ban on providing psychological care for those with unwanted   
homosexual attractions, XXXX declared, "I'm persuaded that there is no   
compelling scientific reason to ban work with homosexual persons who want to   
make a change in orientation." 
What was clear from the response to this symposium is that there is a   
widening effort from APA members for more input into the resolutions and  position 
statements made by APA. There was also a clear mandate to re-institute  the 
Tyler Principle as a way of preventing special interest groups from  masquerading 
activism as science, as well as a demand for a more democratic form  of 
governance. 
Perhaps the time has come for grassroots efforts to demand reform in APA   
advocacy -- now. 
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=20 
    =20 
XXXX=20 
XXXX=20 
=20 
Before and After Letters to My Son's Therapist 
Written By XXXX =20 
LETTER  ONE: NOVEMBER 2006=20 
Dear  Ms. Therapist,=20 
My  wife and I want to thank you for the E-mail.  It sounds like you =20 
sincerely have our son's best interest at  heart. =20 
It  is our sincere hope that you have had the opportunity to read all the =20 
information we sent to you regarding same-sex attraction (SSA). After  readi= 
ng=20 
this material, we recognized how  we made mistakes in raising our son. The =20 
consequences are surfacing more and more every day.  Recognizing  our=20 
responsibility is one part of what has become a continuing  education course= 
 in parenting=20 
skills and understanding what causes  homosexuality. It is unfortunate that=20 
our politically correct world  has bought the notion that being gay is genet= 
ic.=20 
Hopefully, someone  will determine how to break the news to our society that= 
=20 
no one is  born gay. And, more to the point, we are hopeful that you can wor= 
k=20 
with  our son to help him recognize his emotional adaptations to childhood =20 
pain that in turn resulted in his SSA.=20 
You  are correct that ego-syntonic homosexuality was removed from the  list=20 
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Hi, 
 
On my way out of town, I dashed off this letter to XXXX at the XXXX. Hopefully, she will print it. Those of you who read the 
XXXX,=please let me know if it shows up. Thanks, Arthur 
 
Dear XXXX, 
 
I have been following your series of articles and information concerning=20those struggling with Same-Sex Attraction (SSA) and 
noted the various times=20=JONAH=20(Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality) has been mentioned.=20 
 
I would like to comment on the recent letter published from XXXX as well as provide a brief overview about our organization. XXXX 
states that he learned he could control his sexual activity but is=20doubtful he can change his sexual attractions. In truth, numerous 
scientific= studies=20back up our belief that a significant number of those with SSA have the=20additional power---with proper 
assistance---to change their sexual fantasies=,=20arousals, and identity. One of the more recent studies along these lines was= 
done=20by Columbia University Professor, Robert Spitzer. It was published in the=20Archives of Sexual Behavior. His study is 
particularly relevant because prio=r to=20doing his study (in which some JONAH members participated), he publically st=ated=20his 
belief to the contrary. 
 
Just as there are two types of teshuvah ("kapparah" or acquittal, and=20"taharrah" or purification), so too are there two types of 
growth out of SSA= 
. One=20changes only behavior and identity while the other's personal growth permits= one=20to fill in his/her developmental gaps, 
thereby returning their inner core to==20the pure soul with which Hashem created him/her. In the latter case, the=20transformation is 
complete in much the same way as one who=A0 is able to per=form the=20deeper level of teshuvah.=20 
 
For the Jew who seeks liberation from his/her homosexual fantasies and=20arousals, and even more so for those gay or lesbian Jews 
struggling to free=20themselves from a lifestyle that is inconsistent with their inner spiritual=20=voices,=20the world-wide lack of 
available Torah based resources is appalling. In fact=, it=20is potentially catastrophic. To fill this dreadful gap is why some half-
doze=n=20years ago, my co-director Elaine Berk and I formed JONAH. 
 
Our approach recommends gender affirmative processes (GAP), a series of=20activities designed to alleviate the "gender double bind" 
in which so many=20strugglers find themselves. It is critically important that the Jewish commu=nity as a=20whole learn (contrary to 
the conventional wisdom of the street and the campu=s)=20that gender affirming therapies (such as reparative therapy) have 
proven=20highly effective in transitioning clients affected with a homosexual conditi=on=20into a satisfying and stable 
heterosexuality. It is crucial that Orthodox an=d=20traditional Jews be made fully aware of the powerful healing synergy that ca=n 
be=20generated by integrating traditional Torah concepts and values with the=20theories and methods currently in use by specially 
trained psychotherapists=20=of all=20faiths to guide gay and lesbian clients through sexual reorientation.=20 
 
JONAH offers outreach, counseling, and referrals to those identifying=20themselves as gay or lesbian and to sexually conflicted Jews, 
as well as to=20=their=20parents and friends, via a panoply of resources, including its website,=20www.jonahweb.org. The demand 
for our services has been overwhelming. Within=20=a=20relatively short span of existence, and with a purely volunteer staff engage= 
d in=20personal "mitzvah" work, we have grown into an international organization in= which=20countless individuals in many 
different countries have been assisted.=20 
 
We strive to serve those struggling with SSA and their families through a=20variety of support groups, both in person and through E-
mail. We also mainta=in a=20growing body of information to bring together the resources necessary to hel=p=20a Jewish individual 
journey out of homosexuality.=20 



 
 

In addition to helping individual strugglers and their families and friends,==20we are eager to educate the Jewish community by 
speaking at various Shuls an=d=20community centers. At these speaking engagements, we often bring individuals= 
=20who have successfully transitioned out of homosexuality so that the audience==20may hear real live testimonials from those who 
have transformed themselves. 
 
We urge anyone interested in this topic to contact us, either through the=20contact us on our website, or by leaving a message with a 
call back number a=t 201=20433 3444.=20 
 
It is my fervant hope that through discussions like yours, the Jewish=20community will be sufficiently educated to understand (1) that 
no one is bor=n gay,=20(2) that SSA is an emotional adaptation to real emotional pain often inflict=ed=20during early childhood, and 
(3) that personal growth strategies are availabl=e=20for those who seek release from their SSA. 
 
I applaud your courage in discussing this topic and thank you for it. 
 
Arthur Goldberg, co-director, JONAH 
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Hi Everyone, 
 
XXX has just joined the listserv. He is from XXXXX and learned about us from the XXXX write-ups that have been discussed here 
on the listsserv. 
 
XXXis in his late 20's and comes from an Orthodox background, having attended one of the well-known Yeshivas. He has been 
married for nearly 3 years. His wife knows about his issues since he had explained it to her before marriage and informed her "about a 
thing he had with a guy when he was 21." Although he has not acted out since his marriage, he is now dealing with fantasy issues. 
 
Please welcome him to the JONAH family. 
 
Thanks, 
Arthur 
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XXXX, 
  
I don't know how large an attachment the list takes but it's usually not a   
problem.  Actually, if you send the attachment to me personally, then I'll  try 
to copy and paste it to the list.  I will be away next week - and  return on 
12/24 - so if I don't take care of it right away, I'll do it when I  get back. 
  
Now, will you be in NYC on Wed. 12/28?  Arthur and I will both be in   
Manhattan at a JONAH Parent's meeting - so that would be perfect.  If you  will be 
skiing then, let me know the exact dates you will be in the City after  skiing 
because I'll be leaving again on Jan 3. 
  
Elaine 
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ABC's Good Morning America Features Exodus  President Discussing=20 
Controversial New Movie=20 
Ex-Gay  Organization Says Hollywood's One-sided Portrayal of Gay Life in =20 
Brokeback Mountain is Damaging and Harmful=20 
-- 
Dated:  December  8,  2005=20 
(http://abcnews.go.com/Video/playerIndex?id=3D1381312) =20 
Orlando, FL -Alan Chambers, President of  Exodus International, the largest=20 
evangelical network of former  homosexuals in the world, was featured on ABC= 
=E2=80=99s=20 
Good Morning America  yesterday discussing Brokeback Mountain=E2=80=94a cont= 
roversial =20 
new movie centered around the issue of homosexuality. (click picture at =20 
right to view the _video  clip_=20 
(http://abcnews.go.com/Video/playerIndex?id=3D1381312) )=20 
Hailed as a fictional love story, Brokeback Mountain, stars  Heath Ledger an= 
d=20 
Jake Gyllenhaal as two cowboys in the 1960s who embark  upon a troubled=20 
lifelong secret homosexual relationship=E2=80=94a relationship  that spans t= 
he course of=20 
each of their marriages to women and their  eventual divorces. Ang Lee, the=20 
acclaimed director of the film, states  that a frequent theme in his movies=20= 
is =E2=80=9C 
social obligation vs. free will=E2=80=9D  and this one is no exception. Brok= 
eback=20 
Mountain=E2=80=99s clear intent is to show  that an unaccepting society is t= 
o blame for the=20 
tragedy that unfolds in  the lives of the main characters.=20 
Chambers, himself a former homosexual, says that while some  of the themes=20 
explore the unhappiness, pain and promiscuity in gay life,  the movie=E2=80= 
=99s=20 
overarching premise sends the wrong message to Americans about  culture and=20= 
sexuality.=20 
=E2=80=9CBrokeback Mountain is a story of unbridled  obsession and painful o= 
ppression=E2=80=94 
emotions that I and thousands of others  who have left homosexuality are wel= 
l=20 
familiar with,=E2=80=9D said Chambers. =E2=80=9CThe  hopeless desperation we= 
 experienced,=20 
however, came from accepting the  culture=E2=80=99s =E2=80=98born-gay=E2=80= 
=99 mantra and resigning=20 
ourselves to a life dominated by  our unwanted same-sex attractions.=20 
=E2=80=9CThrough Jesus Christ, we found not only a way out of  homosexuality= 
 and a=20 
path towards change, but ultimate healing and purpose  in life,=E2=80=9D sai= 
d Chambers. =E2=80=9C 
We hear from thousands of individuals who are  grappling with the same=20 
problems and are tired of messages, such as the  ones presented in this film= 
, that=20 
only further add to their confusion and  desperation. Our hope is to empower= 
=20 
them with more information and offer  the same hope that has brought life an= 
d=20 
freedom to hundreds of thousands  of us over the years.=E2=80=9D=20 
Exodus International is a resource and referral organization  with over 130=20 
member ministries across North America. It is the largest  global network of= 



=20 
former homosexuals and has been in existence for 30  years. Exodus Internati= 
onal=20 
receives more than 400,000 inquiries each year  from those affected by=20 
unwanted homosexuality.=20 
To learn more about Exodus, visit _Exodus.to_ (http://www.exodus.to/)  or =20 
_ExodusYouth.net_ (http://www.exodusyouth.net/)  =20 
###=20 
=20 
 =20 
____________________________________ 
=20 
WHEN IS THE  NEXT EXODUS CONFERENCE?  =20 
_Click here to learn more about  this year's national Conference_=20 
(http://www.exodus2004.org/index.cfm) =20 
HOW CAN I  FIND A MEMBER MINISTRY IN MY AREA?=20 
_Click here for an interactive  map to find a ministry near you._=20 
(http://www.exodus.to/ministry.shtml) =20 
HOW  CAN I LEARN  MORE ABOUT EXODUS YOUTH? 
_Click here to visit the Exodus Youth  Website_ (http://www.exodusyouth.net/= 
)=20 
=20 
HOW CAN I  SUPPORT EXODUS?=20 
_Click here for an  overview of support needs._=20 
(http://www.exodus.to/support_exodus.shtml) =20 
_Click here to  make a secure online credit card gift_=20 
(http://www.exodus.to/support_exodus_donation.shtml) .=20 
HOW CAN I  RECEIVE YOUR MONTHLY NEWSLETTER,=20 
THE EXODUS  IMPACT? 
_Click here to  register._ (http://www.exodus.to/stay_up_to_date.html) =20 
HOW CAN I  FIND OUT MORE INFORMATION=20 
ABOUT EXODUS INTERNATIONAL?=20 
Please  visit our website at: _http://www.exodus.to_ (http://www.exodus.to/)= 
 =20 
 =20 
 

========================================================================= 
Date:         Fri, 16 Dec 2005 11:07:19 EST 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         "Elaine B." <EJSBTB@AOL.COM> 
Subject:      Re: JONAH in article in South Africa - David J - JONAH's web site 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="-----------------------------1134749239" 
 
-------------------------------1134749239 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
  
XXXX, 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT I 
 



 
it is bershert, XXXX. G-d's way of telling you that you did the right  thing. 
  
Arthur 
 
========================================================================= 
Date:         Tue, 25 Jan 2005 23:45:08 EST 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         Jonahhelp@AOL.COM 
Subject:      Re: Hatterer Survey: Measuring Growth Out of SSA - comments 
              please! 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="part1_b9.5010a2e8.2f287a54_boundary" 
 
--part1_b9.5010a2e8.2f287a54_boundary 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
FYI. XXXX still practices psychiatry. he is in his 80's and 
lives in NYC. I have spoken on the phone with him 2 or 3 times. 
Arthur 
========================================================================= 
Date:         Wed, 26 Jan 2005 16:07:45 EST 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         Jonahhelp@AOL.COM 
Subject:      NARTH translation project 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="-----------------------------1106773665" 
 
-------------------------------1106773665 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 
 
QXMgYSBOQVJUSCBib2FyZCBtZW1iZXIsIEkgcmVjZWl2ZWQgdGhlIGZvbGxvd2luZyBpbmZv 
cm1hdGlvbiBpbiAgcHJlcGFyYXRpb24gCmZvciB0aGUgbW9udGhseSBib2FyZCBtZWV0aW5n 
IGFuZCB0aG91Z2h0IHNvbWUgb2YgeW91IHdvdWxkIGZpbmQgaXQgIG9mIAppbnRlcmVzdC4g 
SXQgaXMgYmVsb3cuCkJlc3Qgd2lzaGVzLApBcnRodXIKIAogICAgICAKwrcgICAgICAgIE1h 
a2luZyBncmVhdCBhZHZhbmNlcyAgb24gdGhlIFRyYW5zbGF0aW9ucyBQcm9qZWN0LiAgQ3Vy 
cmVudGx5LCBvbiAKdGhlIE5BUlRIIHdlYnNpdGUsIHRoZXJlIGFyZSAoOSkgRnJlbmNoLCAo 
MSkgSGVicmV3LCAoOCkgIEl0YWxpYW4sICgxKSBQb2xpc2gsIAooMSkgUG9ydHVndWVzZSwg 
YW5kICgyKSBTcGFuaXNoIGFydGljbGVzLiAgIApQZXJtaXNzaW9uIHdhcyAganVzdCBncmFu 
dGVkIHRvIHVzIHRvIHB1bGwgZXhjZXJwdHMgZnJvbSBEci4gTmljb2xvc2nigJlzIGJvb2ss 
IArigJxQYXJlbnTigJlzIEd1aWRlIHRvICBQcmV2ZW50aW5nIEhvbW9zZXh1YWxpdHnigJ0g 
[and so on; this gibberish represents an image in a text file] 
 
----- Original Message ----- From: Jonahhelp@AOL=2ECOM Sent: 1/26/2005 4:07:= 
45 PM 
To: JONAH@SHAMASH=2EORG Subject: NARTH translation project=20 



 
 

As a NARTH board member, I received the following information in preparation= 
 for 
the monthly board meeting and thought some of you would find it of interest=2E= 
 It 
is below=2E Best wishes, Arthur=20 
 
=09=C2=B7 Making great advances on the Translations Project=2E Currently, on= 
 the NARTH website, 
there are (9) French, (1) Hebrew, (8) Italian, (1) Polish, (1) Portuguese, a= 
nd (2) 
Spanish articles=2E=20 
 
=09 
 
=09Permission was just granted to us to pull excerpts from Dr=2E Nicolosi=E2= 
=80=99s book, 
=E2=80=9CParent=E2=80=99s Guide to Preventing Homosexuality=E2=80=9D that ha= 
ve been translated by 
a Spanish publisher=2E=20 
 
=09 
 
=09We have received several articles that have been translated into Romanian= 
 that 
are ready to be posted on the website=2E Also, we are working with a woman w= 
ho will 
start translating material into Chinese=2E=20 
 
========================================================================= 
Date:         Thu, 27 Jan 2005 19:17:57 EST 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         Jonahhelp@AOL.COM 
Subject:      Re: NARTH translation project 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="-----------------------------1106871476" 
 
-------------------------------1106871476 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Thanks for your suggestions XXXXX. 
  
Your emails were bouncing recently according to the information we received  from the listserv people. Please make 
sure it doesn't continue otherwise they  may knock you off the list. 
  
Best, 
Arthur 
 
========================================================================= 
Date:         Sun, 30 Jan 2005 21:17:15 EST 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT J 
 



you who have traveled this path. 
 
May you be inscribed in the book of life. 
 
Best, 
Arthur 
 

========================================================================= 
Date:         Wed, 28 Sep 2005 00:50:42 EDT 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         Jonahhelp@AOL.COM 
Subject:      Sexual Reorientation Therapy Clients Rate Their Therapeutic 
              Experience 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="part1_12f.6684c277.306b7b22_boundary" 
 
--part1_12f.6684c277.306b7b22_boundary 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 
 
SSB0aG91Z2h0IG1hbnkgb2YgeW91IHdvdWxkIGZpbmQgdGhpcyByZWxlYXNlIG9mIGludGVy 
ZXN0LgpBcnRodXIKClN1Ymo6ICAgTkVXUyBSRUxFQVNFIC0gU2V4dWFsIFJlb3JpZW50YXRp 
b24gVGhlcmFweSBDbGllbnRzIFJhdGUgVGhlaXIgCkV4cGVyaWVuY2UgV2l0aCBQc3ljaG90 
aGVyYXBpc3RzwqAgIApEYXRlOiAgIDkvMjcvMDUgNDo1MDo0NiBQTSBFYXN0ZXJuIERheWxp 
Z2h0IFRpbWUgICAgCkZyb206ICAgRVdUaHJvY2ttb3J0b25AZ2NjLmVkdSAgClRvOiBFV1Ro 
cm9ja21vcnRvbkBHQ0MuRURVICAKU2VudCBmcm9tIHRoZSBJbnRlcm5ldCAoRGV0YWlscykg 
ICAgCiAgICAKCgpUb3BpYzogTmV3IFBlZXItcmV2aWV3ZWQgU3R1ZHkgLS0gU2V4dWFsIFJl 
b3JpZW50YXRpb24gVGhlcmFweSBDbGllbnRzIFJhdGUgClRoZWlyIEV4cGVyaWVuY2UgV2l0 
aCBQc3ljaG90aGVyYXBpc3RzCgpDb250YWN0OiBXYXJyZW4gVGhyb2NrbW9ydG9uLCBQaC5E 
LiwgRmVsbG93IGZvciBQc3ljaG9sb2d5IGFuZCBQdWJsaWMgUG9saWN5CgpQaG9uZXM6IDcy 
NC40NTguMzc4NyBvZmZpY2UgLyA3MjQuOTY3LjU2NDQgY2VsbAoKRW1haWw6IGV3dGhyb2Nr 
bW9ydG9uQGdjYy5lZHUKCk9yZ2FuaXphdGlvbjogVGhlIENlbnRlciBmb3IgVmlzaW9uICYg 
VmFsdWVzIGF0IEdyb3ZlIENpdHkgQ29sbGVnZQoKwqAKClNlcHRlbWJlciAyNywgMjAwNQoK 
U2V4dWFsIHJlb3JpZW50YXRpb24gdGhlcmFweSBjbGllbnRzIHJhdGUgdGhlaXIgZXhwZXJp 
ZW5jZSB3aXRoIApwc3ljaG90aGVyYXBpc3RzCgpDbGllbnRzIHNlZWtpbmcgc2V4dWFsIHJl 
b3JpZW50YXRpb24gcHJlZmVyIHRoZXJhcGlzdHMgd2hvIHdpbGwgYXNzaXN0IHRoZW0KClRo 
ZXJhcGlzdHMgd2hvIGNvbGxhYm9yYXRlIHdpdGggcGVvcGxlIHNlZWtpbmcgY291bnNlbGlu 
ZyB0byBoZWxwIHRoZW0gY2hhbmdlIApzZXh1YWwgaWRlbnRpdHkgYXJlIHJhdGVkIGFzIG1v 
cmUgaGVscGZ1bCB0aGFuIHRoZXJhcGlzdHMgd2hvIGRvIG5vdC4gSW4gCmNvbnRyYXN0LCB0 
aGVyYXBpc3RzIHdobyBvcHBvc2UgY2xpZW504oCZcyByZW9yaWVudGF0aW9uIGNoYW5nZSBv 
YmplY3RpdmVzIHdlcmUgCnZpZXdlZCBhcyBnZW5lcmFsbHkgdW5oZWxwZnVsIGFjY29yZGlu 
ZyB0byBhIHN0dWR5IHRvIGJlIHB1Ymxpc2hlZCBpbiB0aGUgV2ludGVyLCAKMjAwNSBpc3N1 
ZSBvZiB0aGUgSm91cm5hbCBvZiBQc3ljaG9sb2d5IGFuZCBDaHJpc3RpYW5pdHksIGEgcGVl 
ciByZXZpZXdlZCAKc2Nob2xhcmx5IHB1YmxpY2F0aW9uLiAKClRoZSBhcnRpY2xlLCDigJxD 
b3Vuc2VsaW5nIHByYWN0aWNlcyBhcyB0aGV5IHJlbGF0ZSB0byByYXRpbmdzIG9mIGhlbHBm 
dWxuZXNzIApieSBjb25zdW1lcnMgb2Ygc2V4dWFsIHJlb3JpZW50YXRpb24gdGhlcmFweSzi 
gJ0gYnkgR3JvdmUgQ2l0eSBDb2xsZWdlIHByb2Zlc3NvcnMgCldhcnJlbiBUaHJvY2ttb3J0 
b24gYW5kIEdhcnkgV2VsdG9uIGlzIHRoZSBmaXJzdCBzdHVkeSBkZXNpZ25lZCB0byBleGFt 
aW5lIApzcGVjaWZpYyB0aGVyYXBpc3QgcHJhY3RpY2VzIHdpdGggY2xpZW50cyBzZWVraW5n 
IHNleHVhbCByZW9yaWVudGF0aW9uLiBQcmlvciAKcmVzZWFyY2ggaGFzIHNvdWdodCB0byBk 
ZXRlcm1pbmUgaWYgcGVvcGxlIGV4cGVyaWVuY2UgYmVuZWZpdCBvciBoYXJtIGZyb20gCnJl 



b3JpZW50YXRpb24gdGhlcmFweSBpbiBhIGdlbmVyYWwgc2Vuc2UuIFRob3NlIHN0dWRpZXMg 
aGF2ZSBmb3VuZCB0aGF0IHNvbWUgCnBhcnRpY2lwYW50cyBmZWVsIGJlbmVmaXQgYW5kIHNv 
bWUgZG8gbm90LiBIb3dldmVyLCB0aGlzIHN0dWR5IGJ5IERycy4gVGhyb2NrbW9ydG9uIAph 
bmQgV2VsdG9uIGFza2VkIDI4IGNsaWVudHMgd2hvIHNvdWdodCBzZXh1YWwgcmVvcmllbnRh 
dGlvbiB0aGVyYXB5IHRvIHJhdGUgCnRoZSBoZWxwZnVsbmVzcyBvZiB0aGUgdGhlcmFwaXN0 
cyB0aGV5IGhhZCBjb25zdWx0ZWQuIFRoZSByZXNlYXJjaGVycyBhbHNvIGFza2VkIAp0aGUg 
cGFydGljaXBhbnRzIGFib3V0IHRoZWlyIHRoZXJhcGlzdHPigJkgcHJhY3RpY2VzIGFuZCBh 
dHRpdHVkZXMuIFRoZSAKcGFydGljaXBhbnRzIHJlcG9ydGVkIG9uIHRoZWlyIGV4cGVyaWVu 
Y2VzIHdpdGggODAgZGlmZmVyZW50IHRoZXJhcGlzdHMuIFRoZSAKcmVzZWFyY2hlcnMgdGhl 
biBkZXRlcm1pbmVkIHdoYXQgcHJhY3RpY2VzIHdlcmUgYXNzb2NpYXRlZCB3aXRowqBvdmVy 
YWxswqByYXRpbmdzIG9mIApoZWxwZnVsbmVzcy4KClJhdGluZ3Mgb2YgaGVscGZ1bG5lc3Mg 
d2VyZSBhc3NvY2lhdGVkIHdpdGggY291bnNlbG9ycyB3aG/CoHJlc3BlY3RlZCBhIApjbGll 
bnQncyBkZXNpcmUgdG8gY2hhbmdlLCBoZWxwZWQgY2xpZW50cyByZWZsZWN0IG9uIGZhY3Rv 
cnMgYXNzb2NpYXRlZCB3aXRoIHRoZSAKZW1lcmdlbmNlIG9mIHNhbWUgc2V4IGF0dHJhY3Rp 
b25zLCBzdWdnZXN0ZWQgdGhhdCBzYW1lIHNleCBhdHRyYWN0aW9ucyBkbyBub3QsIG9mIApu 
ZWNlc3NpdHksIHNpZ25hbCBhIGdheSBpZGVudGl0eSwgc3VnZ2VzdGVkIHRlY2huaXF1ZXMg 
dG8gbWluaW1pemUgc2FtZSBzZXggCmF0dHJhY3Rpb25zIGFuZCBlbmhhbmNlIG9wcG9zaXRl 
IHNleCBhdHRyYWN0aW9ucywgc3VnZ2VzdGVkIGluY3JlYXNlZCAKbm9uLXNleHVhbCwgc29j 
aWFsIGNvbnRhY3Qgd2l0aCBwZWVycyBvZiB0aGUgc2FtZSBzZXgsIGFuZCB3aG8gd2VyZSBr 
bm93bGVkZ2VhYmxlIGFib3V0IApnYXkgYW5kIGxlc2JpYW4gaXNzdWVzLiBQcmVmZXJyZWQg 
dGhlcmFwaXN0cyBmb2N1c2VkIG9uIHNleHVhbCBvcmllbnRhdGlvbiAKb25seSB3aGVuIHRo 
ZSBjbGllbnRzIGNvbnNpZGVyZWQgaXQgYXBwcm9wcmlhdGUuIFBhcnRpY2lwYW50cyBpbiB0 
aGUgc3R1ZHkgZGlkIApub3QganVkZ2UgYXMgaGVscGZ1bCB0aGVyYXBpc3RzIHdobyB3ZXJl 
IHZpZXdlZCBhcyBwcmVmZXJyaW5nIHRoYXQgY2xpZW50cyAKYWZmaXJtIGFuZCBkZWNsYXJl 
IGEgZ2F5IGlkZW50aXR5IGluIG9wcG9zaXRpb24gdG8gY2xpZW50IHdpc2hlcy4gCgpDcml0 
aWNzIG9mIHJlb3JpZW50YXRpb24gdGhlcmFwaXN0cyBmcmVxdWVudGx5IGFzc2VydCB0aGF0 
IGNsaWVudHMgYXJlIApwcmVzc3VyZWQgaW50byByZW9yaWVudGF0aW9uIHRoZXJhcHkuIEhv 
d2V2ZXIsIG5vbmUgb2YgdGhlIHBhcnRpY2lwYW50cyByZXBvcnRlZCAKYmVpbmcgcHJlc3N1 
cmVkIGJ5IHRoZXJhcGlzdHMgdG8gZW50ZXIgdGhlcmFweSB0byBjaGFuZ2Ugc2V4dWFsIG9y 
aWVudGF0aW9uLiBJbiAKZmFjdCwgdGhlcmFwaXN0cyByYXRlZCBwb3NpdGl2ZWx5IHdlcmUg 
bm90IHBlcmNlaXZlZCBhcyBwdXNoaW5nIGNsaWVudHMgdG8gCnJlbm91bmNlIGEgZ2F5IGlk 
ZW50aXR5LiAKCk1vc3Qgb2YgdGhlIHBhcnRpY2lwYW50cyBpbiB0aGUgc3R1ZHkgdmlld2Vk 
IHRoZW1zZWx2ZXMgYXMgaGF2aW5nIGNoYW5nZWQgCnRoZWlyIHNleHVhbCBvcmllbnRhdGlv 
bi4gU2V2ZW50eSBwZXJjZW50IG9mIHRoZSBwYXJ0aWNpcGFudHMgd2hvIHNhdyB0aGVtc2Vs 
dmVzIAphcyBleGNsdXNpdmVseSBob21vc2V4dWFsIHByaW9yIHRvIHRoZXJhcHkgcmF0ZWQg 
dGhlbXNlbHZlcyBhcyBlaXRoZXIgCmV4Y2x1c2l2ZWx5IG9yIHByZWRvbWluYW50bHkgaGV0 
ZXJvc2V4dWFsIGF0IHRoZSB0aW1lIG9mIHRoZSBzdHVkeS4gCgrigJxUaGlzIHN0dWR5IHBy 
b3ZpZGVzIGFuIGluaXRpYWwgZXhhbWluYXRpb24gb2YgdGhlIHByYWN0aWNlcyBvZiB0aGVy 
YXBpc3RzIAp3aG8gd29yayB3aXRoIGNsaWVudHMgbWFraW5nIGNoYW5nZXMgaW4gdGhlaXIg 
c2V4dWFsIGlkZW50aXR5LiBDb250cmFyeSB0byBtdWNoIApwcm9mZXNzaW9uYWwgYW5kIGNy 
aXRpY2FsIG9waW5pb24gcmVnYXJkaW5nIHN1Y2ggdGhlcmFweSwgdGhlcmFwaXN0cyBjb25z 
dWx0ZWQgCmJ5IG91ciBwYXJ0aWNpcGFudHMgd2hvIHJlc3BlY3RlZCB0aGVpciBvYmplY3Rp 
dmVzIHdlcmUgZGVzY3JpYmVkIGFzIGJlaW5nIApnZW5lcmFsbHkgaGVscGZ1bCB0aGVyYXBp 
c3RzLiBXaGVuIHRoZXJhcGlzdHMgZGVwYXJ0ZWQgZnJvbSB0aGUgb2JqZWN0aXZlcyBhbmQg 
CnBlcnNwZWN0aXZlcyBvZiB0aGVpciBjbGllbnRzLCBjbGllbnRzIHJhdGVkIHRoZW0gYXMg 
YmVpbmfCoGdlbmVyYWxsecKgdW5oZWxwZnVsLArCoOKAnSBzYWlkIFdhcnJlbiBUaHJvY2tt 
b3J0b24sIFBoRCwgbGVhZCBhdXRob3Igb2YgdGhlIHN0dWR5LgoKQSBwcmVwdWJsaWNhdGlv 
biBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBzdHVkeSBmb3IgbWVkaWEgY2FuIGJlIG9idGFpbmVkIGF0OiAKd3d3 
LmRydGhyb2NrbW9ydG9uLmNvbS90aGVyYXBpc3RwcmFjdGljZXMucGRmLiAKClRoZSBKb3Vy 
bmFsIG9mIFBzeWNob2xvZ3kgYW5kIENocmlzdGlhbml0eSBpcyBhIHBlZXItcmV2aWV3ZWQg 
am91cm5hbCAKcHVibGlzaGVkIGJ5IHRoZSBDaHJpc3RpYW4gQXNzb2NpYXRpb24gb2YgUHN5 
Y2hvbG9naWNhbCBTdHVkaWVzLiBFZGl0ZWQgYnkgQW1lcmljYW4gClBzeWNob2xvZ2ljYWwg 
QXNzb2NpYXRpb24gRmVsbG93LCBQZXRlciBIaWxsLCBQaEQsIHRoZSBqb3VybmFsIHB1Ymxp 
c2hlcyBvbmx5IAoyOCUgb2YgdGhlIGFydGljbGVzIHN1Ym1pdHRlZCBtYWtpbmcgaXQgYSBo 
aWdobHkgc2VsZWN0aXZlIGpvdXJuYWwgb2YgCnNjaG9sYXJzaGlwIGFuZCByZXNlYXJjaMKg 
Zm9yIHNjaG9sYXJzIGluwqBwc3ljaG9sb2d5IGFuZCByZWxpZ2lvbi7CoAoKV2FycmVuIFRo 



cm9ja21vcnRvbiwgUGhEIGlzIGFuIEFzc29jaWF0ZSBQcm9mZXNzb3Igb2YgUHN5Y2hvbG9n 
eSBhdCBHcm92ZSAKQ2l0eSBDb2xsZWdlIGFuZCBhIEZlbGxvdyBmb3IgUHN5Y2hvbG9neSBh 
bmQgUHVibGljIFBvbGljeSB3aXRoIEdyb3ZlIENpdHkgQ29sbGVnZQrigJlzIENlbnRlciBm 
b3IgVmlzaW9uIGFuZCBWYWx1ZXMuIEdhcnkgV2VsdG9uLCBQaEQgaXMgYSBQcm9mZXNzb3Ig 
b2YgClBzeWNob2xvZ3kgYW5kIERpcmVjdG9yIG9mIEluc3RpdHV0aW9uYWwgUmVzZWFyY2gg 
YXQgR3JvdmUgQ2l0eSBDb2xsZWdlLiBJbnF1aXJlcyBhYm91dCAKdGhlIHJlc2VhcmNoIHN0 
dWR5IG1heSBiZSBkaXJlY3RlZCB0byBEci4gVGhyb2NrbW9ydG9uIGF0ICg3MjQpIDQ1OC0z 
Nzg3LCAKKDcyNCkgOTY3LTU2NDQgY2VsbCwgb3IgZXd0aHJvY2ttb3J0b25AZ2NjLmVkdSBv 
ciBMZWUgV2lzaGluZyBhdCBHcm92ZSBDaXR5IApDb2xsZWdlLCAoNzI0KSA0NTgtMzMzMi4K 
CsKgCgoKwqAKV2FycmVuIFRocm9ja21vcnRvbiwgUGhECnd3dy53YXJyZW50aHJvY2ttb3J0 
b24uY29tCgo= 
--part1_12f.6684c277.306b7b22_boundary 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="UTF-8" 
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Rk9OVCAgQ09MT1I9IiMwMDAwMDAiIEJBQ0s9IiNmZmZmZmYiIHN0eWxlPSJCQUNLR1JPVU5E 
LUNPTE9SOiAjZmZmZmZmIiBTSVpFPTIgUFRTSVpFPTEwIEZBTUlMWT0iU0FOU1NFUklGIiBG 
QUNFPSJBcmlhbCIgTEFORz0iMCI+V2FycmVuIFRocm9ja21vcnRvbiwgUGhEPC9GT05UPjxG 
T05UICBDT0xPUj0iIzAwMDAwMCIgQkFDSz0iI2ZmZmZmZiIgc3R5bGU9IkJBQ0tHUk9VTkQt 
Q09MT1I6ICNmZmZmZmYiIFNJWkU9MyBQVFNJWkU9MTIgRkFNSUxZPSJTRVJJRiIgRkFDRT0i 
VGltZXMgTmV3IFJvbWFuIiBMQU5HPSIwIj48QlI+CjwvRk9OVD48Rk9OVCAgQ09MT1I9IiMw 
MDAwZmYiIEJBQ0s9IiNmZmZmZmYiIHN0eWxlPSJCQUNLR1JPVU5ELUNPTE9SOiAjZmZmZmZm 
IiBTSVpFPTIgUFRTSVpFPTEwIEZBTUlMWT0iU0FOU1NFUklGIiBGQUNFPSJBcmlhbCIgTEFO 



Rz0iMCI+PEEgSFJFRj0iaHR0cDovL3d3dy53YXJyZW50aHJvY2ttb3J0b24uY29tLyI+d3d3 
LndhcnJlbnRocm9ja21vcnRvbi5jb208L0E+PC9GT05UPjxGT05UICBDT0xPUj0iIzAwMDAw 
MCIgQkFDSz0iI2ZmZmZmZiIgc3R5bGU9IkJBQ0tHUk9VTkQtQ09MT1I6ICNmZmZmZmYiIFNJ 
WkU9MyBQVFNJWkU9MTIgRkFNSUxZPSJTRVJJRiIgRkFDRT0iVGltZXMgTmV3IFJvbWFuIiBM 
QU5HPSIwIj48QlI+CjxCUj4KPC9GT05UPjwvSFRNTD4= 
--part1_12f.6684c277.306b7b22_boundary-- 
 

Received: from Jonahhelp@aol.com by imo-d23.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v38_r5.5.) id 
          q.12f.6684c277 (4340) for <jonah@shamash.org>; Wed, 28 Sep 2005 
          00:50:42 -0400 (EDT) 
X-ASG-Orig-Subj: Sexual Reorientation Therapy Clients Rate Their Therapeutic 
                 Experience 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="part1_12f.6684c277.306b7b22_boundary" 
X-Mailer: 8.0 for Windows sub 6811 
X-Spam-Flag: NO 
X-Virus-Scanned: by Atypica Spam Firewall at atypica.com 
X-Barracuda-Spam-Score: 0.00 
X-Barracuda-Spam-Status: No, 
                         SCORE=0.00 using per-user scores of TAG_LEVEL=3.0 
                         QUARANTINE_LEVEL=3.5 KILL_LEVEL=4.3 
Message-ID:  <12f.6684c277.306b7b22@aol.com> 
Date:         Wed, 28 Sep 2005 00:50:42 EDT 
Reply-To: Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
 

Date:         Wed, 28 Sep 2005 01:26:46 EDT 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
Sender:       Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 
              <JONAH@SHAMASH.ORG> 
From:         Jonahhelp@AOL.COM 
Subject:      Re: Sexual Reorientation Therapy Clients Rate Their Therapeutic 
              Experience 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
              boundary="part1_8.712d728e.306b8396_boundary" 
 
--part1_8.712d728e.306b8396_boundary 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
XXXX, 
 
What I posted was the press release summary, not the complete study. For more 
information, I suggest you read the study itself or feel free to contact 
XXXXX who is most accessible by email. 
Best, 
Arthur 
> 
========================================================================= 
Date:         Thu, 29 Sep 2005 13:26:47 -0400 
Reply-To:     Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT K 
 



SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

Michael Ferguson, Benjamin Unger, Sheldon Docket No: L-5473-12
Bruck, Chaim Levin, Jo Bruck, Bella Levin,

Plainiffs,(From an action pending in the Superior
PlainiffsCourt of New Jersey, Hudson County, Law

V. Division)

JONAH (Jews Offering New Alternatives for SBON UE EU
Healing f/k/a Jews Offering New Alternatives SBON UE EU
to Homosexuality), Arthur Goldberg, Alan
Downing, Alan Downing Life Coaching LLC,

Defendants.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

To: David Rosenthal
45 Salem Road
Roslyn Heights, NY 11577

WE COMMAND YOU, that all business and excuses being laid aside, to appear and

attend before a person authorized to give oaths on May 1, 2013 at 10: 00 a.m., at One Liberty

Plaza, New York, New York, 10006, and at any recessed or adjourned date to give testimony in

this action, as described in Exhibit 1.

YOU ARE FURTHER COMMANDED TO bring with you and to produce at that time

(and not sooner) the books, papers, documents and other tangible things identified in the attached

Schedule A to Exhibit 1.

This action is pending in the Superior Court of New Jersey, Hudson County, Law

Division, entitled Ferguson, et al v. JONAH, et al., Docket No. L-5473-12. The parties and

their respective counsel of record in this action are identified in the attached Exhibit 2.



Failure to comply with this subpoena is punishable as a contempt of Court and shall make

you liable to the person on whose behalf this subpoena was issued for a penalty not to exceed

fifty dollars and all damages sustained by reason of your failure to comply.

Dated: New York, NY CLEARY GOTTLIEB STEEN & HAMILTON LLP
April 3, 2013

By:
Sc McCoy

One Liberty Plaza
New York, NY 10006
Telephone: (212) 225-2000
Facsimile: (212) 225-3999
E-mail: smccoy~cgsh.com

Attorneys for Plainti~ffs
Michael Ferguson, Benjamin Unger, Sheldon Bruck,
Chaim Levin, Jo Bruck, and Bella Levin



Exhibit 1



LITE DEPALMA GREENBERG, LLC
Allyn Z. Lite
Jeffrey A. Shooman
Two Gateway Center - Suite 1201
Newark, NJ 07102
(973) 623-3000

SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER
Morris Dees (pro hac vice)
Christine P. Sun (pro hac vice)
Samuel E. Wolfe (pro hac vice)
Alesdair H. Ittelson (pro hac vice)
400 Washington Ave.
Montgomery, AL 36104
(334) 956-8200

CLEARY GOTTLIEB STEEN & HAMILTON LLP
James L. Bromley (pro hac vice)
Scott D. McCoy (pro hac vice)
One Liberty Plaza
New York, NY 10006
(212) 225-2000

Attorneys for Plaint iffs

Michael Ferguson, Benjamin Unger, Sheldon HUDSRO COUT LA NW DIVISON
Bruck, Chaim Levin, Jo Bruck, Bella Levin, HUSNC NTLWDV IO

Plaintiffs, Docket No: L-5473-12

CIVIL ACTION
V.

JONAH (Jews Offering New Alternatives for SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM
Healing f/k/a Jews Offering New Alternatives
to Homosexuality), Arthur Goldberg, Alan
Downing, Alan Downing Life Coaching LLC,

Defendants.

The State of New Jersey, to: David Rosenthal
45 Salem Road
Roslyn Heights, NY 11577



YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear in person at One Liberty Plaza,
New York, New York, 10006 on May 1, 2013 at 10: 00 a.m. and there to testify as a witness in
the above-captioned matter.

YOU ARE ALSO COMMANDED to bring with you and to produce at that time
(and not sooner) the books, papers, documents and other tangible things identified in Schedule A
attached hereto.

If you are notified that a motion to quash the subpoena has been filed, you shall
not produce or release the subpoenaed evidence until ordered to do so by the court or the release
is consented to by all parties to the action.

Failure to produce according to the command of this Subpoena shall subject you
to such penalties as are provided by law.

Dated: April 3, 2013

cotD. McCoy
Cleary Gottlieb Steen & HamiltonLLP
Attorneys for Plaintiffs



SCHEDULE A



DEFINITIONS

The following definitions apply to each of the requests for documents set forth

herein and are deemed to be incorporated into each of these requests.

a. "AU and all documents" means every document within Your possession,

custody or control.

b. "Communication" means all verbal and written means of transmission or

exchange of information, including but not limited to statements, admissions, denials, inquiries,

discussions, conversations, negotiations, agreements, contracts, understandings and meetings.

C. "Defendant" means JONAH, Inc. a/k/a JONAH (Jews Offering New

Alternatives for Healing f/k/a Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality), Arthur

Goldberg, Alan Downing, or Alan Downing Life Coaching LLC.

d. "Document" or "documents" means all materials, as defined in R. 4:18-

1 (a), including without limitation all written, recorded, printed, typed, transcribed, filmed,

digitized, or graphic matter, and all other tangible things and media upon which any handwriting,

typing, printing, drawing, representation, electrostatic, or other copy, sound, or video recording,

magnetic, or electrical impulse, visual reproduction, or communication is recorded, reproduced,

or represented. This includes books, records, correspondence, reports, memoranda, electronic

mail (i.e., e-mail), instant messages, social networking site messages and communications, text

messages, all other forms of electronic communication, contracts, tables, tabulations, graphs,

charts, diagrams, plans, schedules, appointment books, calendars, diaries, time sheets, reports,

studies, analyses, drafts, telegrams, teletype or telecopy messages, archived voicernail, files,

telephone logs and messages, checks, microfilms, microfiche, pictures, photographs, printouts,

pamphlets, handouts, worksheets, electronic data compilations, tapes, diskettes, floppy disks,

hard disks, optical disks, backup tapes, drives, removable media, typed or handwritten notes

I



(including notes of sessions) minutes, or transcripts of proceedings. Documents shall include

originals and all non-identical copies (whether different from the original because of notes made

in or attached to such copy, or otherwise), and other data or data compilations of whatever nature

stored in any medium (including those from which information can be obtained or translated if

necessary into a reasonably useable form), and any preliminary versions, drafts, or revisions of

any of the foregoing. This terin is further intended to include any computer records reflecting

earlier drafts, revisions, addenda, amendments, and the like with regard to any responsive

document. If documents are produced in electronic format, please include an electronic

searchable objective index for all fields.

e. "Including" means including, but not limited to.

f. "Person" means any natural person, association, business, group,

organization, legal entity, government entity, or other entity.

9. "Plaintiff 'means Michael Ferguson, Benjamin Unger, Sheldon Bruck,

Chaim Levin, Jo Bruck, or Bella Levin.

h. "Regarding" or "Relating to" any given subject means all documents

which assess, concern, constitute, contain, describe, discuss, embody, evidence, identify, record,

reflect, regard, show, state, or refer or relate, directly or indirectly, in any way, to the subject

matter identified.

i. "You" or "Your" as used herein means the person to whom these

document requests are addressed, including any affiliates, employees, partners, representatives,

or agents of the person to whom these document requests are addressed.



INSTRUCTIONS

a. Whenever necessary to bring within the scope of this Request documents

that might otherwise be construed to be outside its scope:

i. "and" and "or" shall be construed conjunctively and disjunctively;

ii. "all" and "each" shall be construed as "all and each;"

iii. the use of the singular form of any word shall include the plural

and vice versa;

iv. the use of a verb in any tense shall be construed as the use of that

verb in all other tenses; and

V. the use of the feminine, masculine or neuter genders shall include

all genders.

b. No paragraph herein shall be construed with reference to any other

paragraph for the purpose of limitation.

C. Unless otherwise indicated, the relevant time period for purposes of these

Requests is between January 1, 1998 and the date trial commences.

d. All documents shall be produced in the manner in which they are

maintained in the usual course of business. A request for a document shall be deemed to include

a request for any and all file folders or binders within which the document was contained,

transmittal sheets, cover letters, exhibits, enclosures, or attachments to the document in addition

to the document itself.

e. All documents requested herein shall be produced in their entirety, along

with any attachments, drafts, and non-identical copies, including copies that differ due to

handwritten notes or other notes or markings.



f, Where a requested document is in a language other than English, in whole

or in part, and an English or other translation(s) exists in whole or part, produce both the original

non-English document and the English translation(s).

g. Provide all Electronically Stored Information ("ESI") in the forms and

manmer specified in the attached ESI Production Specifications (Schedule B).

h. In the event respondent withholds any document called for by this Request

on the basis of a claim of privilege or other right of nondisclosure, respondent shall provide, not

later than the date responses to these requests are due, a privilege log separately identifying: (i)

each document withheld; (ii) the type of document withheld (memorandum, letter, report, e-mail,

etc.); (iii) the date of its creation, (iv) its subject matter; (v) its author; (vi) all persons who

drafted, sent, received or were to receive any copy or version of it; and (vii) the basis for

withholding the document.

i. In the event that any document called for by this Request has been

destroyed or discarded, respondent shall provide, not later than the date responses to these

requests are due, a written document identifying the document so lost, discarded, or destroyed as

completely as possible, providing at least the following information: (i) the type of document

withheld; (ii) any addressor and addressee; (iii) any indicated or blind copy recipients; (iv) the

document's date, subject matter, number of pages, and attachments or appendices; (v) all persons

to whom the document was distributed, shown or explained; (vi) the document's date of

destruction or discard, manner of destruction or discard, and reason for destruction or discard;

and (vii) the persons authorizing and carrying out such destruction or discard.

j . If objection is made to any of the Requests, the response shall state

whether documents are being withheld from inspection and production on the basis of such



objection, or whether inspection and production of the responsive documents will occur

notwithstanding such objection.

k. If there are no documents responsive to any particular request, the

response shall state so in writing.

1. This Request is continuing in nature. You are required promptly to serve

supplementary responses and produce additional documents if You obtain further or different

information.



Reqiuest No. 1:

Reqiuest No. 2:

Request No. 3:

Reqiuest No. 4:

Reqiuest No. 5:

Request No. 6:

DOCUMENTS REQUESTED

The full archives of the listserv identified as jonah@listserv.shamash.org or as

j onah@shamash.org.

The full archives of any other listserv created, co-created, owned, managed, or

administered by or on behalf of any Defendant or by any user of an account

created or co-owned by or on behalf of any Defendant.

Any and all postings made to any Shamash.org listserv by any Defendant or

Plaintiff other than those covered by requests I and 2.

Any and all documents or communications relating to any Defendant.

Any and all communications regarding this lawsuit.

Documents sufficient to show Your hosting, document retention, and

archiving policies and practices.



SCHEDULE B



ESI Production Specifications

1. FILE FORMATS

1.1 Each document shall be provided with all of its attachments with family relationships
indicated using the Begjamily and End-Family metadata fields described in 2.1 below.

1.2 All documents shall be produced in standard single-page Group IV TIFF format, except
that the following shall be produced in native format:

(a) any audio, audiovisual, video, and any other file that is unreadable or has limited
accessibility in the Group IV TIFF format; and

(b) Microsoft Excel files and other spreadsheets to the extent such files do not require
redactions.

1.3 The parties shall meet and confer in good faith to determine a reasonable manner for
producing the relevant information to the extent a response to discovery requires
production of information contained in a database or any other format not reasonably
producible in TIFF or native format.

1.4 Documents produced in TIFF format shall be produced with Bates numbers stamped on
each page. Bates numbers shall be of constant length, be sequential across a document
and its attachments, be unique across the entire production, and contain no special
characters except dashes.

1.5 Any native files that are produced shall also be produced with a one-page Bates-
numbered TIFF image slip-sheet stating "Document has been produced in native format."

1.6 The responding party will make reasonable efforts to ensure that documents produced in
TIFF format are readable. For good cause, the requesting party may request that
documents originally produced in TIFF format be re-produced in native format, which
request shall not unreasonably be denied. The requesting party shall identify documents
for re-production by Bates number and provide an explanation of the need for native
files.

1.7 The responding party will make reasonable efforts to process fully all documents for
production. For any documents not fully processed, the responding party shall produce a
TIFF image with the reason the document was not processed.

1.8 A Concordance-compatible image load file shall be included with each production.

1.9 Documents produced in the Group IV TIFF format shall be produced such that
comments, notes, speaker notes, track changes, hidden rows, hidden columns, and any
other hidden or invisible text are displayed.

1.10 Any redactions applied to documents shall contain text indicating the basis for redaction
(e.g., "A/C Privilege").



2. METADATA

2.1 For each document, the responding party shall provide the metadata specified below, to
the extent they can reasonably be extracted or otherwise provided, in a delimited text file.

Metadata Field Description Eape
Production Metadata Fields for All Documents
Beg_Doc Bates number for the first page of the document [Bates Prefix]-OOOOO0l

EndDoc Bates number for the last page of the document [Bates Prefix] -00000010

Beg Family Bates number for the first page of the parent [Bates Prefix]-OOOOOO1
document (i.e., an email or other document containing
attachments)

End-Family Bates number of the last page of the last attachment to [Bates Prefix]-000000 15
the parent document

Confidentiality The confidentiality designation of the document, if Confidential, Highly
Designation any Confidential

Redaction For documents containing redactions, the basis for Privileged, Personal,
such redactions Proprietary

Exception For documents not processed, the reason for the Encrypted, Corrupted
document not being processed

Hash Value The MD5 or SHA-1I hash value for the item

Native File Link File path to the native file on the production media if PrefixO0 l\NATIVES\OO\
______________applicable (a.k.a. production file path) PrefixOOOOOO 1 .msg

Custodian Name of the custodian or custodians who possessed Jones, Barbara
this item or exact duplicates thereof.

Document Type Type of item being produced Email, Email Attachment,
Electronic Document,
Hardcopy Document

Device Device from which the document was collected Laptop hard drive,
Desktop hard drive,
Blackberry, shared drive,
Exchange server

File Path Original location of the file when collected from the C:\My Documents\Deal
source custodian or system Documents

Additional Document Metadata Fields for Hardcopy Documents
Location Original location of the document Office, Home office,

Secretary's office

Box Any label on the box or filing cabinet where the ABC Corp. Acquisition
document was originally located

Foler Any label on the folder where the document was Correspondence, Board
_____________originally located Materials



Metadata Field I Examples~

Additional Document Metadata Fields for Electronic Documents and Attachments

Original file name Original name of the file when collected from the exampledoc.doc, file.xls
source custodian or system ____________

File Type File type or application used to create the underlying Excel, Word, PowerPoint,
native file MP3

Master Date For email attachments, the date of the parent email MMIDD/YYYY

Title Title of the document Purchase Agreement

Author Author of the document Barbara Jones

Creation Date Date the item was created MMIDD/YYYY

Modified Date Date the item was last modified MM/DD/YYYY

Additional Document Metadata Fields for Email and Other Electronic Communications

Date Sent Date and time the email message was sent, using a 24- MM/DD/YYYY
hour clock, in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) HH:MM:SS

Date Received Date and time the email message was received, using MM/DD/YYYY
a 24-hour clock, in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) HH:MM:SS

To Addressee(s) of the email message Barbara Jones
____________________________________barbarajones@co.com

From Name and email address of the person who sent the Barbara Jones
email message barbarajones@co.com

cc Recipient (s) included in the "cc" line of the email Barbara Jones
message barbarajones~co.com

BCC Recipient(s) included in the "bcc" line of the email Barbara Jones
message barbarajones@co.com

Subject Subject line of the email message FW: your message

Email Folder The name of the email folder in which the email Inbox, Sent, Deal
message was located Documents

3. EXTRACTED TEXT

3.1 For each document, the responding party shall provide a text file containing the text
extracted directly from the native electronic version of that document, unless the
document was redacted, is an image file, is a scanned hardcopy document, or is in
another format from which text cannot be reasonably extracted. In these instances,
provide a text file created using optical character recognition (OCR) to the extent
reasonably practicable.

3.2 The text file name containing the extracted or OCR text should be named with the
BegDoc number of the document.



4. DEDUPLICATION

4.1 A document is an exact duplicate of another document only if it and all its family
members have the same MD5 or SHA-1 hash values as the other document and its family
members.

4.2 If a document and its exact duplicates are associated with the same custodian, the
responding party shall withhold the exact duplicates from production.

4.3 If a document and its exact duplicates are associated with different custodians, the
responding party shall withhold the exact duplicates from production and provide a
metadata. field for the produced document indicating the custodians for whom duplicates
were withheld.



PROOF OF SERVICE

1, _________________, being over the age of 18, served the attached

subpoena by delivering a copy to ____________ at ____________and

by handing him/her the fee of $2.00 for one day's attendance and, if applicable, a mileage fee of

$ _ , as allowed by law.

I certify that the foregoing statements made by me are true. I am aware that if any of the

foregoing statements made by me are willfully false, I am subject to punishment.

Dated
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Counsel of Record

LITE DEPALMA GREENBERG, LLC
Allyn Z. Lite, Esq.
Jeffrey A. Shooman, Esq.
Two Gateway Center - Suite 1201
Newark, NJ 07102
(973) 623-3000

SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER
Morris Dees, Esq.
Christine P, Sun, Esq.
Samuel E. Wolfe, Esq.
Alesdair H. Ittelson, Esq.
400 Washington Ave.
Montgomery, AL 36104
(334) 956-8200

CLEARY GOTTLIEB STEEN &
HAMILTON LLP
James L. Bromley, Esq.
Scott D. McCoy, Esq.
One Liberty Plaza
New York, NY 10006
(212) 225-2000

Attorneysfor Plaintiffs
Michael Ferguson, Benjamin Unger, Sheldon
Bruck, Chaim Levin, Jo Bruck, and Bella Levin

MESSINA LAW FIRM P.C.
Michael P. Laffey, Esq.
961 Holmdel Road
Holmdel, NJ 07733-2103

FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE DEFENSE
FUND
Charles S. LiMandri, Esq.
P.O. Box 9520
Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067

Attorneysfor Defendants
JONAH (Jews Offering New Alternativesfor
Healingflkla Jews Offering New Alternatives
to Homosexuality), Arthur Goldberg, Alan
Downing, and Alan Downing Life Coaching
LLC


